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$p$-Sylow $P$ 1 $G$ $p$ Lie
$Uni$ $G$ parabolic unipotent radical $\text{ }.\{U_{1}, \ldots , U_{l}\}$ $P$
$Uni$ $i=1,$ $\ldots l$ l $G$ parabolic
$M_{i}=N_{G}(U_{i})$ $G$ $\{M_{i}\}_{1\leq i\leq l}$
$\mathcal{G}(G)$
$\mathcal{G}(G)=(G/M_{1}, \ldots, G/M_{l;}*)$ .
$*$ “non-trivial intersection” $\mathcal{G}(G)$
$G$ 3
$\mathcal{G}(G)$
(1) $G$ , (2) $|G|$ (3) $p$- $Uni$
$\mathcal{G}(G)=\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni)$
e“/ $\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni)$ poset $Uni$ order complex
$\triangle$
$sd(\triangle)$ $\triangle$
$sd(\triangle)$ $\triangle$ poset $\triangle=\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni)$
$G$ parabolic poset Para
$Uni$ Para ( )
$\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni)\simeq sd(\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni))=Para$ $\simeq_{\varphi psite}Uni$ .
$\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni)$ r $Uni$
$\mathcal{G}_{p}(G;Uni)$ $Uni$
Question. $G$ $|G|$ $p$ $G$ - $G$ p-
$D$ 3 $G,p,$ $D$ $\triangle_{p}(G;D)$
$D$ ?
Sporadic geometries “ ” [ ?
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2. $M_{24}$ ;” node”
24 Mathieu $G=\Lambda I_{24}$ 2-
$M_{24}$ unipotent radical $Uni(M_{24})$ !
$D=Uni(\Lambda I_{24})$ $D$ $M_{24}$ radical 2-
$B_{2}(M_{24})$ radical $p$- 4
$M_{24}$ ( incident
standard ) Octad $O$ , Trio $T$ , Sextet $S$ $X=O,$ $T,$ $S$
$U_{\lambda’}=O_{2}(Stab_{G}(X))$ $\{U_{O}, U_{T}, U_{S}\}$ 2-Sylow
”unipotent radical” $\{U_{O}, U_{T}, U_{S}\}$ $=$










Octad Residue $L_{4}(2)=A_{3}$ (2)
Lie unipotent radical 1 ‘
$U_{O}$ $M_{24}$ unipotent radical Lie
$Stab_{G}(O)$ U unipotent radical
$U_{O},$ $U_{OT},$ $U_{OS},$ $U_{O\square },$ $U_{OT\square },$ $U_{OS\square },$ $U_{OTS\square }$ [ $\mathrm{B}\grave{\grave{\}}}$ node }
unipotent radical
2 maximal parabolics $Stab_{G}(T),$ $Stab_{G}(S)$ [ [
$D=Uni(M_{24})$ 13 $M_{24}$- [6] Lie
$U_{OTS\square }$ $M_{24}$ 2-Sylow $P$
2-Sylow $P=U_{OTS\square }$ $D$
$1M_{24}$ node “maximal parabolic” central involution ’b
2 $G$ radical $p$– $G$ $\triangleright\backslash$ i
$p$-local geometry 12 pradical complex [ $/$ $\backslash$ $\iota$
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FIGURE 1. $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{D}.P$
$U_{O}\dashv$
$U_{OTS}$ $\overline{\infty U_{OT\square }}$ $\overline{\infty U_{TS\square }}$ $\overline{\infty U_{OS\square }}$
$U_{OT}$ $U_{TS}$ $U_{OS}$ $\overline{\prod U_{T\square }}$ $\overline{\prod U_{O\square }}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $U_{O}$ $U_{S}$
$\text{ }$-node unipotent rad-
ical $M_{24}$ $D$
3
$\{U_{O}, U_{T}, U_{S}, U_{OT}, U_{OS}, U_{TS}, Uo\tau s\}^{G}$ $D$
Lemma 1. poset $(P, \leq)$ $v$ [ Residue ${\rm Res}_{P}(v)$
${\rm Res}_{\mathcal{P}}(v)$ $P$ $P\backslash \{v\}$ ( ${\rm Res}_{\mathcal{P}}(v)$
$v$ $P_{>v}$ $v$ $\mathcal{P}_{<v}$ simplicial join ${\rm Res}_{\mathcal{P}}(v)=(P_{>v})*(P_{<v})$
)





$U_{O\square }$ Residue $D_{<U_{O\mathrm{O}}}$ $\{U_{O}\}$
D,
$\mathit{0}\square$
Res $(Uo\square )$ Lemma 1
U $\square$ UT
$Uos\square$ ${\rm Res}_{D}(U_{OS\square })$
$D_{<U_{os\square }}$ cone $\{U_{OS}, U_{O}, U_{S}\}$
$U_{OS}$ $D_{<U_{OS\mathrm{O}}}$ Res $(U_{OS\square })$
3 $M_{24}$ 2-local geometry $\Delta_{2}(M_{24})$
$4U\leq P\leq G$ ” $U$ is w $1\mathrm{y}$ closed in $P$ with respect to $G$” $g\in G$
$U^{g}\leq P$ $U=U^{g}$
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Lemma 1 $U_{OS\square }$ (
$Uos\square$ $U_{O\square }$ )
$U_{OT\square }$ $U_{TS\square }$ $U_{OTS\square }$
${\rm Res}_{P}(U_{OTS\square })=D_{<U_{OTS\square }}$
$U_{o\tau s}$ cone
-node unipotent radical $D$ (
node (
unipotent radical $\{R\in D|R=\langle U\in D_{\min}|U\leq R\rangle\}$ $\acute{(}$ $\#\mathrm{e}$
”Product of $D$”
Prod(D) $:=\{R\in D|R=\langle U\in D_{\min}|U\leq R\rangle\}$
$[D\backslash Prod(D)]$
$,,\text{ }$-element”
Observations of $M_{24}$ . $M_{24}$ ”unipotent radical” $Uni(M_{24})$ 1
-element 2- $Uni(M_{24})$
$Prod(Uni(M_{24}))$ (
node 2-local (sporadic) geometry $M_{24}$ ( Conway $Co_{1},$ Fis-
cher $Fi_{24}’$ , Janko $J_{4}$ , Monster $M$ geometry \epsilon
$M_{24}$ ( element )
$\grave{\grave{1}}$
[
$D$ $G$- $\Downarrow\backslash$ r
$\{U_{1}, \ldots, U_{l}\}=\{U\in D_{\min}|U\leq P\}$
$P$ $G$ $p$-Sylow {
$I=\{1, \ldots, l\}$ $F\subseteq I$
$U_{F}=\langle U_{i}|i\in F\rangle$
$U_{F}$
Hypothesis (P). $F\subseteq I$ $U_{F}$ $D$
(P) Lie unipotent radical
sporadic geometry
Proposition 1([4]). (P) $D$ Prod(D) ( \vee ‘}
sporadic ($\text{ }$-node ”unipo-
tent radical” )
$\mathrm{t}\backslash$ {
$G$ Lie $D$ $Uni$ ” $\text{ }$-element”{
$\iota\backslash$





3. Quillen ( ”Closed Sets in Products”
$M_{24}$ $D=Uni(M_{24})$ ” $\text{ }$-element” $\{U_{O},$ $U_{T}$ ,
$U_{S},$ $U_{OT},$ $U_{OS},$ $U_{TS},$ $U_{OTS}\}^{M_{24}}$ ( $M_{24}$ 2-10cal geometry
Prod(D) $D$ $G$ “ ” $p$-local geometry
!
$\triangle_{p}(G;D)(p$-local geometry for $G$ associated
with a $p$-subgroup complex $D$ ) (
$\triangle_{p}(G;D)=(G/N_{G}(U_{1}), \ldots, G/N_{G}(U_{l});*)$ .
Prod(D) $\triangle_{p}(G;D)$ Quillen[l]
”Closed sets in Products”
Definition 1(Closed set). poset $(P, \leq)$ $\mathrm{C}\subseteq P$ $\mathrm{C}$ $\prime p$
closed B [ $x\in P$ $y\in \mathrm{C}$ $x\leq y$
$x\in \mathrm{C}$
2 poset $P,$ $Q$ $P\cross Q$ (component
) poset $\mathrm{I}\subseteq P\cross Q$ projection
$\mathrm{I}_{x}:=\{y\in Q|(x, y)\in \mathrm{I}\}$ for $x\in P$ ,
$\mathrm{I}_{y}:=\{x\in P|(x, y)\in \mathrm{I}\}$ for $y\in Q$ .
$I_{*}^{\cdot}$ fiber
Theorem 1(Quillen[l]). I poset $\prime p\mathrm{x}Q$ closed subset
fiber $\mathrm{I}_{x},$ $\mathrm{I}_{y}(x\in P, y\in Q)$ $\prime p$ $Q$ (
Definition 2. poset $P$ coninally contractible ( ( ?)
poset map $\phi$ : $Parrow P$ $x_{0}\in P$ $x\leq\phi(x)\geq x_{0}(\forall x\in P)$
Lemma 2(Quillen[1]). coninally contractible (
$P=$
Prod(D), $\triangle=\triangle_{p}(G;D)$ Quillen poset $P\cross\triangle$
closed subset I
$\mathrm{I}=\{(U, \sigma)\in P\cross\triangle|U\leq G_{\sigma}\}$ .
$G$ $\triangle$ admissible
I closed I fiber $U\in P,$ $\sigma\in\triangle$
$\mathrm{I}_{U}=\{\beta\in\triangle|(U, \beta)\in \mathrm{I}\}=\{\beta\in\triangle|U\leq G_{\beta}\}$
$=$ { $\beta\in\triangle|\beta$ is fixed by $U$} $=:\triangle^{U}$ ,
$\mathrm{I}_{\sigma}=\{R\in P|(R, \sigma)\in \mathrm{I}\}=\{R\in P|R\leq G_{\sigma}\}=$ :P\leq G
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fiber $\triangle^{U}$ , P\leq G Definition
2 Quillen
Proposition 2([4]). (W) Prod(D) $\triangle_{p}(G;D)$ ( $\mathrm{I}_{\sqrt}\backslash$ (
$\circ$
– $\Pi\overline{\mathrm{p}}$ {
(W) “weakly closed property”
Hypothesis (W). 2 $U_{i}(1\leq i\leq l)$ p-Sylow
$P$ weakly closed( 4)
} $U_{i}$ unipotent radical weakly closed property t
sporadic geometry I weakly closed prop-
erty
Propositions 1,2




Theorem 2 (P), (W) p- }
centric
$p$-radical
Definition3. $U$ $G$ p-
1. $O_{p}(N_{G}(U))=U$ $U$ radical p-
2. $C_{G}(U)$ $p$ - $U$ $U$ centric p-
$G$ radical $p$ - $B_{p}(G)$ , centric p-
$B_{p}^{\mathrm{c}en}(G)(\subseteq B_{p}(G))$ radical p- $O_{p}(G)$
$B_{p}(G)$
radical $p$- $p$ Lie
unipotent radical Lie centric condition }
$\check{\mathrm{L}}$
$B_{p}(G)$ “ ” unipotent radical (
) $B_{p}^{cen}(G)$
$G$ $p$ Lie $D$ $B_{p}^{cen}(G)$
$D$ unipotent radical $Uni$ 4 ‘
Lie (P) (W) Lie
(P) (W)
$\triangle_{p}(G;D)$ $G$ D
$G$ sporadic $p=2_{\text{ }}D$ (P), (W)
$B_{2}^{cen}(G)$ { $\triangle_{2}(G;D)$ $M_{24},$ $Co_{1},$ $Fi_{24}’,$ $Suz$ , H$e$ , (possibly
$M)$ Ronan-Smith[2] 2-local geometry (
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[3] ) $p$ $\triangle_{p}(G;D)$
$|_{\sqrt}\backslash$ sporadic $p$-local geometry
sporadic geometry
“ ” centric
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